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Abstract
Combinations of image data and cartographie information are most/y unsatisfactory and do not utilize the full spectrum of
spectral image contents and avai/ab/e tools.
This lack is removed by a new strategy, based on an association of two different methods of image processing: Image
Optimization and Digital Cartography. This combination offers optimum results by sole/y digital process and is demonstrated using
LANDSA T-TM data and digital orthophotos.
Besides a typical image enhancement method, namely the co/our-transformation, the developed cartographie image
processing system is described.
The digital/y constructed maps provide a wide variety of applications for different user groups. By use of special opera tors,
cartographie details can be handled in a flexible way and produced economical/y at resolutions that satisfy cartographie
requirements.

+ Introduction
Duetothe improving radiometrie and geometrie resolution of present sensors, remote sensed data are increasingly
used in different disciplines: geography, geology, forestry, planning etc.
Simplified remote sensed data can be characterized by two facts: data represent spectral information and are
coded in rasterformat. The spectral attributes of remote sensed data are the most important for many users and are
used in the different ways:
• landuse classification
• image enhancement
• colour transformation for special applications
• etc.

+ Digital Cartography
From the cartographie point of view it is ali the same which type of maps being derived from remote sensed data:
land use maps, spectral maps or plain image maps. The image data are always coded in rasterformat and symbolize
the map surface.
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Cartographie systems to handle these data are normally rastersystems and consist of following modules
(Schweinfurth 1985):
• map surface (satellite data, orthophoto etc.)
• mapframe
• map lettering
The cartographical process is very similar to the production of analogie maps, but is performed in a solely digital
way. He runs as follows:
• generation of the map frame
• combination of the map frame with the map surface (satellite data etc.)
• inserting names into the map surface
• inserting of further information (e.g. isolines, special signs etc.)
• sheet assembly
An often used modul in this process is «map lettering .. . Map lettering has to explain the map contents. While in
analogie maps the particu lar letters haveto be inserted cartographically, they must be co pied by computerwithin digital
maps.
Letters or characters, which should be reproduced digitally, are stored in a symbollibrary . ln the developed symbol
generation and manipulation program SCRIBO (SESTER 1989) the characters are stored as scanning patterns. Each
letter is described by box coordinates, font baseline, body heigt and width. Letter size, inclination and direction can
easily be ha nd led by a few parameters. Characters, however, cannat be reduced at will. Due to the limited size of pixels,
particular letters will merge into one another.
The limited size of characters in digital images is indeed a severe problem. If you choose a high resolution to
achieve an excellent graphie quality, the method is no longer economically acceptable duetothe need of large storage.
On the ether hand, type face looks stepped, if the resolution is low. By means of special antialiasing operators it is
possible to process characters in such a way that their stepped structure almost disappears (Fig. 1) (Schweinfurth,
1986).

Fig. 1: Left: binary letter; right: result of antialiasing

+ Image Optimization
Merging of remote sensing imagery and thematic information is handled in many different ways. One, often
practised approach is to underlay sail, geologie or otherthematic maps by the bright ness variations derived from optical
im aging systems. Th is relief-information should make orientation easier for the observer.
Another idea is to create colour composites in a way that structural information is preserved and spectral
differences are simultaneously enhanced. The resulting high saturated colours are now useable for constructing a
readable legend (Kaufmann, 1988).
ln a first step the covariance matrix is calculated to select three significant bands of the image data corresponding
to the respective application. These bands are needed for additive colour coding.
Because the saturation cannat be tully optimized by means of additive (Red, Green, Blue) colour processes e.g.
in the photolaboratory, the following procedure is used. Precondition is a digital transformation into th re e new mutually
independant components called lntensity (1), Hue (H) and Saturation (S).
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ln arder to en ha nee subtle variations in structural contrast, highpass-filtering is applied to the 1-component using
a 3x3 matrix and added back. The disadvantageous effect of reduced spectral differences by filtering the RGB
components can be avoided. After a linear shift of saturation levels to the high saturation part within the given 8-bit
range, the modified intensity and saturation components and the original hues are retransformed into RGB-outputs
(Bodechtel, 1985, Haydn, 1982). The last steps are geometrie corrections, histogram computing and stretch for display
on screen or transmission via a photowrite system (Fig. 2) (Kaufmann, 1988).
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Fig. 2: Processing flow chart (Kaufmann, 1988)

+

Applications

• Spectral Map
Comparative, quantitative and qualitative results have shawn, that combinations of LANDSAT TM-bands 1, 4, 7
is the most relevant for rock and sail discrimination where vegetated areas can be separated too (Bodechtel, 1985).
Figure 3 shows a result of digital cartography and image enhancement using these bands. lt offers optimum conditions
for lithological and structural mapping within one single image product. Cause the legend explanations depend on
surface categories and not on stratigraphie units, the resulting product is called «Spectral Map .. (Kaufmann, 1988).

• Thematic Orthophotomap
Figure 4 shows a superimposition of a land use plan (FNP) and a digital orthophoto (Schulz, 1987). The FNP is
based on the German base map (DGK 5) at the scale of 1:5.000, whereas the orthophoto is derived from an aerial
photograph at 1:13.000 and a DTM of a 50 m raster. The cartographie result - the Thematic Orthophotomap- is
produced by image optimazition techniques and satisfies high cartographie requirements.
Difficult to see by the black-white reproduction there are conflicts between orthophoto and the FNP especially in
streets. Whereas the positional errors in small streets are caused on height differences of houses and on radial
displacements, the origin of the eminent differences in the main roads only can explain by inaccuracies of the DTM
and the computation of the orthophoto (Schweinfurt, 1988).
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Fig. 4: Thematic Orthophotomap (Landuse)

+ Conclusions
Combinations of image data and cartographie information are mostly unsatisfactory and do not utilize the full
spectrum of spectral image contents and available tools. By means of a new strategy, base on an association of two
different methods of image processing nam ely Image Optimization and Digital Cartography the se deficiencies can
be overcome. This combination offers optimum results by solely digital process. Combining data of different origin by
these methods, there may be occur geometrical conflicts, which risk the satisfying results.
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Co/our photocopies of the original documents can be obtained on request
from the Comité Français de cartographie

